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fiased on the assumption that the Row behaviour in agitated vessel is speci丘ed by the

うmpeller tip condition, the average shear rate is derived from the correlation curve for the

lriction factor in laminar range･ This average shear rategives a good correlation to frication

lactor in pseudo･plastic Auid with the modified Reynolds number in both laminarand turbulent

ranges･ And this result points out that the character istic length defined by (D/2) ln (D/d)

･should
be corrected by the factor? for the proximity impeller,

which is determined experim･

･entally･
Finally the friction factor for both Newtonian and non･Newtonian 8uids is well

correlated with the single curve for the wide range of a/D.

rhtroductioTL

Agitation of non-Newtonian fluid is very important

血chemical processes, and many investigators have

proposed various design equations for the power

input･ Ito9) has introduced the concept of
■energy

similarity law', i･e･, the over･all energy consumption

のf mixer in non-Newtonian且uid is similar to that in

Newtonian fluid,and proposed the calculation method

･of modified Reynolds number. Metzner･Ottoll)
and

のthers
l･2･5･12,15-18,20)

have introduced the concept of

qabparent viscosity'into the correlation of power

･lnPut ill nOn･Newtonian fhid, which is estimated

with the average shear rate, f4Q, in agitated vessel,

･as
follows;

pa=エ碧-
(1)

where T-I(i) is the 月ow curve
of the飢1id. Then

lthe estimation of apparent viscosity is replaced with

･r.thatof
average shear rate. Metzner･Otto has assumed

that the average shearrate is proportional to the

243

rotational speed of impeller

faQ- AN (2)

and obtained that R-13 for some impellers. After

that, Calderback･MooYoung 2)

and others
l･15･16) have

shown experimentally that A= depends on the.impcller

dimensions, and have proposed the empirical formula

for K. But no general estimation of K has yet been

proposed. because b,eing not obvious the physical

meanlng Of average shear rate in agitated, v9SSei1･

Schilo 19), Chavan-Ulbrecht 3,4)
and Mitsuishi-Hirai 13)

have proposed the direct correlation method of power

consumptioII in non-Newtonian 且uid, based on the

analysis of now pattern in coaxial rotating cylinders.

This
analytical method gives the complicated corre-

lation equations.

This paper deals with the simple estimatioI1 0f the

average shear rate based on the concept of friction

factor instead of power input.

ExperimentalApparatus
arLd Procedures

The friction factor at the wall of agitated vessel
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Fig. 1 Impeller types.

have been measured for paddle impellers and anchors.

shown in Fig. 1. The agitated vessel used
is lOcm

inner diameter
and lOcm height without free surface.

The geometries of paddle impellers are characterized

by d/D-o.42, 0.52, 0.62, 0.72, 0.82, 0.92 and

a/D-o.?o, and that of anchors by a/D-o.88, b/D

-0.92 and w/D-o.10 and d/D-o.95, b/D-Q.95

and w/D-o.10, respectively. The impeller is set in

the vessel centre.

Tbe fhids used are glycerol aqueous solutions for

Newtonian fluid and CMC aqueous solutions for nom･

Newtonian 厄uid. The且ow behaviour index, n, varies

in the range 0.63 to 0.96, and the consistency index.

K, varies in the range 0.26 to 29.9g/cm･sec"2.

Tbe detail of the experimental apparatus and proce･

dures are given in the previous paper14).

EstimatioTL Of Average Shear Rate

Derivation of average shear rate in agitated vessel

is based on the assumptlOn that the丘ow behav舌()ur is

specified by the impeller tip conditions).

In laminar range the shear stress at the vessel wall

for the large size impellers is expressed by the follo･

wing equation
`)･

I T仰 1.2(b/H)
2 -pv暮~ ReG

From the force balance the apparent shear stress at

the impeller tip, Td, lS expressed as;

(昔d2b)･

Td-(昔D2H)
･

T-

r(4)

Based on the assumption mentioned above. the aver-

age shear rate, faD, is equal to the apparent shear

rate?t the impeller tip･ The combination of Eqs･ (3)

and (4卜gives the following equation to the average

shear ra壬e in agitated vessel,

iD･-普-(7･5(÷)/(÷卜(i))
･

N (5)

Where it is assumed that the average shear rate for

non･Newtonian且uid is
equal to that for Newtoniar>･

8uid. This formula is very simple compared with thel

previous empirical EOneS and similar in the form to.

that by Calderbank-MooYoung 3
)
.

The experimental values of
K

measured by many

inすestigators are plotted to comparewith each other

in Fig. 2. Eq. (5) represents well the experimentaL

0.05 0.I 05 10

d/D

Fig･ 2 Comparison of the average shear_rate-･

calculated from Eq. (5)with the experimental

results.

v?1ues in the range of d/D-o.4-0.8, but for the･

proximity impellers of d/D>o. 8 Eq. (5),seems to ove-

restimate the value of K. This discrepancy may be cau--

Bed by the uncertainty of Eq. (3)in this range ofd/D･

Correlation
of Friction Factor

The friction factor and the modifie,d
Reynolds-･

nllmber are obtained from the following definitions7).

rw

I;砺

ReG-怒
where Land vQ are the characteristic length and

veloclty, respectively. And the apparent viscosity. FLaト

is given by the combination of Eqs. (1) and (5).

r･=K 17･
(刀/♂)

(D/a) - (a/D)

･

NI
"11

(8>･

The correlation of friction
･factor且re ･Shown

in Fig.

3, for two different size paddle impe,lく1ers･It is clear
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Fig･ 3 Correlation
of friction factor in Newtonian

(a/D牢0. 72 and 0. 92)

that the
､experimentalvalues

for both Newtonian and

non･Newtonian血ids are well correlated with the

$lngle curve not only for the laminar range, but al.?o

for the turbulent range.And the data on a/D=o.72

are
expressed by Eq･ (3) in laminar range and by the

followlng
equation in turbulent raQge･

喜-o.1こ21ReG-1'13 19)

But the data Qn d/D=0･92 shift slightly from Eqβ.

O) and (9).

The
coeiffcients

tip
corr如tion eqpations胡℃ Shown

in Fig･.4 for la由par,rang.e apd.in Fig..5 for ttir,bulent

ranger respectively,
,rfpr
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Fig･ 4 Correlation for laminarrange･

and non-Newtonian fluids for
paddle impellers.
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Fig･ 5
-Correlation

for turbulent叫ge.

also obvious in these丘gures that Eqs. (3) and (9) do,

not satisfy the experimental data for the.proximity

impellers.

The limit of applicability se,em5.tO be attrib叫ted.not

to the estimation of FL., but.to the characteristic.
length in the modiGed Reynold8 number, because the･

data for both Newtonianand non･Newtonian 8uids are:

well represented by the same curve in the full range･

of a/D･ Then the ch8托Cteri8tic length should be

ctwrected for the proximity impeller.

CorrectiorL Of Characteristic Length

Fqr the pro正imity ･impQller the characteristic length
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qcorrected
by the experimental results is described by

qslng the correction factor,ワ.

L′-L･ワニ(÷ln(i))･?

whereりis determined as follows. (see Fig. 6)

伽》

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

dJD

Fig. 6 Correction factor for characteristic
length

ヮ-1+exp〔-10( (D/d) -1)〕 ul)

It is noted that the form of the function? does

ynot unlque.

The modi丘ed Reynolds number is also corrected

-withで, aS follows･

Re,G=一旦迦｣=ワ･ ReG 42)
FLo

Tben the friction factor for the proximity impeller

･can
be expressed straigbtly by uslng this Reynolds

number in both laminar and tnrbulent ranges, as

/ 1.2(b/H)
2 ~ り･ReG

(1aminar) n3)
*

与-o･121 (7･ReG)
-1/3

(turbulent) 任4)*

It is shown in Fig. 3 that Eqs. q3)and a4) satisfy

well the exp≡rimental data on the proximlty impeller

of d/D-o.92. And it is also clear in Figs･ 4 and 5

that the coefficients are well corrected by the factor,

7?, for the range of d/D> o.8.

Application to Bingham Plastic Fluid

The 月ow curve of Bingham plastic 8uid is expressed

aS;

丁-T,+FLQf q9

where
I, lS yield stress･ In the same manner as that

for the pseudo-plastic 8nid it is assumed that the

apparent viscoslty Of Bingbam plastic血id
is described

with Eqs. (I) and u5).

FLO-てL+FLorov

DH冨

Eq. a6) is rearranged by using Eq･ (2) to express

the dimensionless form.

告-1-÷ (i) q刀

Tbis equation has already been derived by lto9)

and
Nagata et al.15) independently, and compared

with experimental results･ And Nagata et al･ confirmed

that the experimental value of
R for Bingham plastic

nuid was about twice of that for pseudo-plasticfluid16)･

This is also confirmed with Ito's data on d/D-o.33,

1･e･10)I

%-1-0･ 123 (i)0'915
(103< (TJFLoN)<105) u8)

巨室

(2) (8.8) (｢;㌻ノ(Max. error±20%)

wbere the value of 8.8 in the rigbt･band side is

nearly equal to the calculated value of ∫-7･8 by Eq･

(5).

CoTLClusive Remarks

Based on the assumption thatthe丘ow behaviour in

agitated vessel is speci丘ed by tlle impeller tip cond･

ition, the average shear rate is derived from the

correlation curve for the friction factor in laminar

range. This average shear rate gives a
good correlation

ヽ

to friction factor in pseudo･plastic 且uid with the

modified Reynolds number in both laminar and turb-

ulent ranges. And this result points out that the

characteristic length defined by (D/2) ln (D/d) should

be corrected by the factor? for the proximity impe-

ller, which
is determined experimentally. Finally the

friction factor for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian

fhids is well correlated with the single
curve for the

wide range of d/D.

*Eqs･ (13)and q4) are rearranged with Nb and Red, respectively, as;

Nb･Red-36(普)(÷)2/(÷-÷)･甲

Nb･ Real,3-10･ 1〔(ln(i))4/?iト(÷)2)5〕1′3
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Nomenclature

6b -impeller height

d
=impe11er diameter

∂
=vessel diameter

.∫
-friction

factor

H
-vessel height

K -nuid consistency

エ -characteristic length

〔cm〕

〔cm〕

〔cm〕

〔-〕

〔cm〕

〔g/cm ･

sec"~2〕

〔cm〕

I-I-corrected characteristic length [cm]

･n -now behaviour index

I,nb -number of impeller blade

-〟
-rotational speed

･Nb
-Power number

Red-impeller Reynolds number

-ReG-modified
Reynolds number

･ve -characteristic velocity

こW -impeller width

チ. -shear rate

.fop
-average Shearrate
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